Angelina Jolie

Welcome to a Look Into
Your Personal Destiny
for your Personal Year of
6/4/2015 to 6/4/2016

Getting More From Your
Book of Destiny Report
Welcome to your personal report from the Book of
Destiny! Inside you will find detailed information about one
year of your life. If you read carefully, you can extract even
more information from this valuable report.
The information found within comes from a very ancient
and highly revered mystical science that originated before the
days of early Egypt. Its exact origins are unknown but its
accuracy speaks for itself. The information it will give you will
be timely and practical, pertaining to the events and
experiences you are currently going through.

Understanding the Structure of a Yearly Report
The information about your life in the Book of Destiny is
in the form of playing cards arranged in a particular formation.
The positions of these cards is not random in any way. Each
card is derived from mystical calculations taken from your
birthday and your current age. It is these cards and their
meanings, that relay the information about each year of your
life. Here is how these cards are divided and presented in the
context of this Yearly Report.
First of all, this report will have one or more Main
Sections, each referring to the cards found under one of your
personal significators. Our personal significators are cards that
represent us in some way. These include the Birth Card,
Planetary Ruling Card, Personality Cards and Karma Cards.
All of these cards can be used to signify us and each plays a
certain role. However, not all of them are required to make a
complete Yearly Report. Therefore, this report may contain
one or as many as five main sections, each under the heading
of one of these personal significators, depending upon who ran
this report for you and which personal significators they
believed would be the most helpful for you to know about.
Most Yearly Reports include the cards for two personal
significators, the Birth Card and one other. Karma Cards are
rarely used.
Each of the Main Sections of a Yearly Report is divided
into two distinct groups of cards and each of these Card Group
Sections will have a Title Page to let you know what will
follow. The first Card Group Section are what we call the
Year-Long Influence Cards. These five cards, the Long Range,
Pluto, Result, Environment and Displacement Cards, cast their
influence on an entire year of our life. For this reason, their
influence is more powerful than the other cards in a Yearly
Report.
NOTE: Some of the Birth and Planetary Ruling Cards do
not have Environment and Displacement Cards. These are the
Ace of Clubs, 2 of Hearts, 9 of Hearts, Jack of Hearts, 8 of
Clubs, 7 of Diamonds and King of Spades. If one of your
personal significators is one of these cards, there will not be a
page about the Environment and Displacement Cards in that
Main Section.

The second Card Group Section in each Main Section are
the Planetary Period Cards. There will usually be two cards
found in each of seven Planetary Periods that divide the year
into 52-day segments and the Title Page for this section will
show them all to you and list the dates that correspond to the
beginning of each period. Your birthday marks the beginning
of the first period, called the Mercury Period. 52 days later
the next period begins (Venus) and so forth until your next
birthday marks the ending of one year and the beginning of
the next. The cards found in each period have a strong
influence over the events and experiences of that time
segment. They also cast a subtle influence on the entire year
and when this is the case, it will be mentioned in the
interpretations for that particular card.
That is basically all there is to a Yearly Report except that
there is a special section that is found in the beginning called
the Report on Auspicious Positions Page. This page will tell
you about influences that are present due to the position of
your Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card in this year's
Grand Solar Spread. The Grand Solar Spread is sort of a
master spread from which the cards in your Yearly Report
were taken. You may or may not have one of these pages
because there are some years that your cards may not fall into
any of the nine various auspicious positions that this report
looks for.

More About Your Personal Significators
Your birthday associates you with one of the 52 playing
cards. That card, called the Birth or Destiny Card, tells us
much about your personality, character, and potential in the
various areas of life. Every Birth Card has a highest
expression as well as challenges that must be dealt with
during the course of a lifetime. Inside, you will find a detailed
description of your Birth Card on the page entitled "About
Your Birth and Destiny Card". This is the first place to begin
in your study. The meaning of your Birth Card will not
change over the course of your life. Each of us is constantly
refining the characteristics of our Birth Card, striving to reach
the highest potential it offers us while working with some of
the karmic challenges that are also associated with it.
Even though it is the most important, our Birth Card is not
the only card that is a personal significator for us. There are
other cards that offer further clues about our character traits
and personality. The most important is our Planetary Ruling
Card. The Planetary Ruling Card is derived from our sun sign
and explains much about our behavior in a similar fashion as
the Birth Card. It is often compared with our Rising Sign in
astrology. It acts as a personality filter that influences our
behavior in a certain way and it is an important card to learn
more about.
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We also have one or more Personality Cards that are
essentially masks that we wear from time to time when we are
engaged in certain activities or occupations. These are always
the Jack, Queen and King of our Birth Card's suit. For
example, if a woman is romantically involved, she is usually
playing the role of her Queen. If her Birth Card is a 5 of Clubs,
for example, she would be acting as the Queen of Clubs when
she was in love. Men in love act as the Jack of their suit. When
your Yearly Report has a Main Section for one of these
Personality Cards, just exactly how they fit into the overall
picture will be explained in the report. Just keep in mind that
these Personality Card influences are only in effect for
whatever period of time we make their activities important in
our lives. This is very different from the Birth Card or
Planetary Ruling Card which are in effect all of the time.
Our Karma Cards offer additional mirrors of our
personality, often revealing hidden traits. Most of us have two
Karma Cards but some have as many as six. If this report has a
Main Section in this report for one of your Karma Cards, it
will likely reveal events and experiences that are very personal
in nature and perhaps not so significant in an external or
mundane fashion.

How to do Relationship Readings for this Year
Though not apparent on the surface, this report does allow
you to look up people you know and discover how they will be
influencing you in the year that this report is created for. This
section gives you all the tools you need to do this on your own,
it is not presented directly by the report, but the information is
available if you have the time to read this and follow the
necessary steps.
STEP ONE - Make a list of the Birth Cards of people you
want to know about. On the following page is a Birth Card
Chart that gives the Birth Cards for each birthday of the year.
In the table in the next column, list up to ten of the most
important people in your life. Write down their names and
birthdays and then look up their Birth Card and write that in as
well.
STEP TWO - Determine their Personality Cards.
Personality Cards are used frequently in relationship
comparisons because they have proven to be accurate and
important in this area. For purposes of this report, just list the
Jack for men and the Queen for women, always of the same
suit as their Birth Card, and write them down next to their
Birth Card. For example, if some man you know has a Birth
Card of a 7 of Diamonds, you would write the Jack of
Diamonds down under "Cards" beside his Birth Card.
STEP THREE - If you have the book, Love Cards by
Robert Camp, look up and write down the Planetary Ruling
Cards and Karma Cards of each person. These additional
personal significators will give you more cards to look for.

They are not completely necessary, but if you have them,
it will simply add more to your search.
STEP FOUR - Look through your Yearly Report for the
occurrences of their cards and then compare their locations
with the Relationships LookUp Table to determine what it
means. Take their Birth Card first and look through your
Report to see if it is mentioned anywhere. If you find it, make
a note of what position it is in (Long Range, Mercury Period,
Pluto, etc.) The Relationships LookUp Table on the page
after next will tell you what it means when it is found in any
particular position. Once you have looked for their Birth
Card, you can search for their other cards in the same manner.
The position of each card will relate a specific influence
they will have on you over the course of the year. When one
of their personal significators shows up in a specific Planetary
Period, you can bet that they will play a significant role in
your life at that time. Read the meaning of the other cards
found in that period to determine just what that role might be.
For example, suppose someone you know is a 3 of Hearts
female and you happen to have a Queen of Hearts in your
Mars Period along with a 5 of Diamonds. This Queen of
Hearts is one of your 3 of Hearts friend's personal
significators and thus is does represent her playing some role
at that time. Because it is in Mars, you know that it could be a
competitive or passionate role. The 5 of Diamonds suggests a
change in finances related to a legal matter or a business trip.
Putting these tips together you may predict a disagreement
with your 3 of Hearts friend about some money matter,
perhaps a legal matter, OR that the two of you go on a
business trip in a somewhat restless manner.
Using this technique, you can add a lot more dimension to
you personal Yearly Report. In fact, most of the cards in our
Yearly Reports have dual meanings and many stories to tell
us. The interpretations given for each of the cards tell the
major story, but with the proper tools, you can derive much
more information about other aspects of your life.
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Relationship Interpretation LookUp Table

Special Tips for Gaining a Better Understanding of Your Yearly Report
1. To know more about your personal relationships in a
year-long manner, look at the cards in your Venus
Period and look at all the Heart cards found everywhere
in your spreads. These are the most important
relationship indicators.
2. To find out more about your work for the year in a
general way, look at the Mars and Uranus Period cards
and the Spade cards found anywhere in your reading. If
you are involved in any of the communications fields,
look for Clubs cards to indicate your success or failure
in those areas. Entertainers, artists and those that work
primarily with people should look at the Heart cards and
the cards found in Venus. Salespeople and merchants
would look for Diamonds and the Jupiter cards.
3. To know more about your health, look at the Saturn
Period cards and Spade cards in particular.
4. To find out how your finances will be this year, look
at all the Diamond cards and the cards under the Jupiter
Period.
5. Our Jupiter Period cards each year signify what or
who will be the greatest blessings and in which direction
we can achieve the greatest financial blessings. To
insure your financial success, follow the path laid out by
your Jupiter cards, especially the Jupiter cards found in
your Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card sections.

6. Always seek to combine the meaning of the two
cards found in the Planetary Periods to get the complete
meaning. The whole story for any particular period is a
combination of both cards acting together. Sometimes
the Neptune period has only one card. When this is the
case, this one card is the only influence present.
7. Try to keep the various sections of the report in
perspective. Sections based upon Personality Cards will
only apply to those aspects of your life governed by
those cards.
8. When two cards in one period seem to contradict
each other, remember that the more positive card will
win out over the negative card in any given Planetary
Period. Though the negative card could indicate a
problem of some sort, the other card will indicate a
resolution of that problem later in the period.
9. To learn more about this amazing system and how to
do readings for yourself and others, purchase a copy of
Destiny Cards by Robert Camp, available where you
got this report. His other book, Love Cards, is also
highly recommended, and also available where you
purchased this report.
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All about Your Birth Card
The King of Diamonds Person
The Businessman's Card

Our Birth Card is our most
important symbol of who we
are in this lifetime. It is the
card that we most identify
with, and through which we
have the greatest gifts to
share with those around us. It
is also called our Sun Card
and our Soul Card.

The King of Diamonds is the master of values, finances and business. In
this regard he or she can do very well in any business pursuit, applying their
inherited knowledge to their work with much success. These people are always
more successful as heads of their own business rather than working for others.
They can be very mercenary when it comes to money and business, but they
don't have to be.
This is the only 'one-eyed' King in the deck, which tends to blind them to
certain aspects of life and situations. This can also make them very stubborn and
see things from only their side of the issue. King of Diamonds are known to
make enemies for this very reason. Perhaps the upraised 'battle-ax' on their card
represents a fondness for competition. However, all of them know what is of real
value and if they follow their knowing instead of their fears, they can be the most
respectable people in the business world. They must always guard against using
their power to get things to go their way at the expense of others. With so much
inherent power, the King of Diamonds can avoid dealing with their feelings and
this is where many problems are created. There are often emotional issues from
childhood that must be dealt with before the higher side of this card can be
manifested. Until then, they can appear cold and ruthless.
They are very creative and can make huge amounts of money by using this
gift. The King of Diamonds are powerful people who can do much good in the
world and can be examples of those who are 'in the world but not of it'.
Some of the King of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships
The King of Diamonds is one of those cards that doesn't have any
particular good or bad relationship karma. However, being Kings, they are quite
powerful and unwilling to compromise, which can cause problems on the
personal level. The women, especially, have to find a way to balance their strong
masculine side in the context of a relationship where the accepted norm is the
'retiring female'. They tend to want to dominate or at least be an equal to their
mates and not many men are willing or able to deal with such power in a woman.
Some of the women give up trying after a few unsuccessful attempts. Some of
the men do likewise. Both sexes can be guilty of looking at love and marriage
strictly from a financial point of view. It is always best for them to keep their
business and love life separate until they find the right match.
Both sexes could learn to express their fears and emotions to have better
luck in romance or marriage. Honest communication bridges the gap and brings
more intimacy. They are attracted to those of wit and good education and are
often found working with their spouse in a business.
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All about Your Planetary Ruling Card
Six of Hearts as Your Planetary Ruler

The Planetary Ruling Card
acts like a second Birth Card
to give you a new slant on
your
personality
and
character traits. It is very
important in terms of your
personal relationships since it
represents a part of you that
you identify with strongly.

This card makes you a 'peace-maker' and you will find yourself in the
position of mediator from time to time as a result. You have the ability to see
both sides of any personal conflict between people. You enjoy seeing things turn
out right and will often get involved if there is injustice being done. You will
always want to see that what happens is fair and equitable. You really know
what is fair and what is not. You can be very competitive. Though a peace-loving
person, you will probably return 'an eye for an eye' when you are crossed. Many
people with this card excel at sports or other competitive activities. You could
even become a lawyer. You will feel often that your personal life gets into a rut.
Once you get comfortable with a certain person, it is usually hard for you to
change, even when you may want to. You will usually wait to see what will
come your way instead of going out and making it happen as far as your love life
is concerned. Indeed, most of your important personal relationships are
'destined'.
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Auspicious Events Occuring at Age 40
Each year most people's Birth and
Planetary Ruling Cards move to a
different location in what we call the
Grand Solar Spread (pictured below).
Each
position
has
a
unique
significance and is described in the
section about the Displacement Card.
However, some of these positions are
more significant and represent times in
life when special events will occur.
There are also special events
determined by our age and by certain
cards that fall into prominent positions
in our Yearly Spreads. This section of
your report will define what, if any, of
these auspicious events will occur for
you this year. The text given further
emphasizes their unique importance in
the overall fabric of your cards for this
time of your life.

You have no Auspicious Events Occuring this Year
There are years of life in which no auspicious events take place. This is one
of those years for you. It does not mean anything special because there are still
many influences and every year is an important year. Always regard your Long
Range, Pluto, Result, Environment and Displacement cards as the most
important indicators for each year of your life.
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This Section Has Information From Your Birth Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your Birth Card
Our Birth Card is the most significant card of all the cards that represent
us. It is the card that we identify the most with and the one in which we 'shine
forth' with the greatest brilliance. We have other cards that are symbols of us as
well. These include the Planetary Ruling Card, Personality Cards and Karma
Cards to some extent. However, it is the Birth Card that is first and foremost in
its importance and in it's ability to describe our life in great detail.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that
represent you, it is important to know the difference between them and their
purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your Birth Card. Cards in the Birth Card's Yearly Spread can pertain
to most any area of your life, in contrast to the Personality Card spreads which
usually only pertain to certain aspects of your life. As you read these influences
keep in mind that these are the primary and most important.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Birth Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Birth Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Ten of Hearts as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

The Ten of Hearts tells us that success, recognition, and popularity will come
to you this year. Especially favored are activities dealing with the public or large
groups. This recognition will play an important role in your life depending upon the
other circumstances of your life. Perhaps you are in a business where you want more
exposure and recognition. This is an excellent indication that you will meet with
great success in those areas. This is one of the best cards for performers, the Ten of
Hearts indicating large groups of people favorably disposed towards you. In general,
this is one of the best influences to have. It can overcome negative influences that
may be present and you might even become famous!
Keywords:
I am surrounded by the love and admiration of people. I have success with groups
and the public and enjoy much popularity.

Your Pluto Card This Year
The Seven of Hearts as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

This year you are likely to be challenged many times in the area of personal
relationships. Either friends, family or lovers will cause you to see areas where you
hold expectations and attachments to others loving you in certain ways. At times you
may feel hurt or victimized by others and you may be tempted to blame others for
your hurt feelings. A deeper examination will reveal that you have set yourself up for
these downfalls by placing unreasonable demands upon those you love and care for.
You will certainly see this and learn to rise above this level of attachment this year to
a new way of being in personal relationships that is more healthy and expansive than
you have had in the past.
You may also have gotten involved in some sort of humanitarian work or
counseling work where you give a lot to others and this also may challenge you at
times during the year. This is a year of developing a spiritual and unattached love for
those in your life and to give both them and yourself the freedom to be who you are.
Look to your Result Card to find out who, specifically, may be involved in this
raising of 'love consciousness' or to see what else is involved in it.
Affirmation:
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Your Pluto Card This Year

continued...

I am learning how to experience unconditional love for others and in the process I set
myself free.

Your Pluto Card

Your Result Card This Year
The Jack of Spades as the Result Card

Your Result Card

This powerful card as your Result guarantees that by your next birthday you
will be successful in the areas of acting, creative writing or other creative pursuits, or
that you will be exposed to a spiritual discipline that will alter most every area of
your life. This could be a year of major transformation for you, one where you begin
a entirely new lifestyle based on truth and higher wisdom. Even on a mundane level,
success is yours, but especially in one of the creative areas.
This card is also a powerful indicator that you could end up with some younger
man of the Spades suit by your next birthday. Whether this be a friend, lover or
family member, there is a strong indicator that the two of you will be joined in some
meaningful way by year's end.
Affirmation:
I create myself to be a successful artist, actor, or musician. I am end up this year with
a higher and healthier lifestyle.

Your Environment Card This Year
The Three of Diamonds as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

Creative financial or business ideas could bring you many blessings this year as
well as afford you a certain amount of protection. You could take on more than one
job at a time successfully as well. Highlighted for success are any types of work that
allow you to express your creativity. Art, music, promotions, and advertising are a
few of the activities that will benefit most from this card's influence. Diversify, and
you will gain in many ways.
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Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the Two of Clubs this year.

Your Displacement Card

You will likely feel a strong urge to communicate with those around you and a
certain amount of discomfort in being alone because of the Two of Clubs influence
this year. This position is fortunate in material terms and will bring you a certain
amount of success in your work as well as material benefits. However, you will also
be facing some of your deepest fears this year, whether or not there is actually
anything to be afraid of on the external level.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/4/2015 and ends 7/26/2015

Your Venus Period begins 7/26/2015 and ends 9/16/2015

Your Mars Period begins 9/16/2015 and ends 11/7/2015

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/7/2015 and ends 12/29/2015

Your Saturn Period begins 12/29/2015 and ends 2/20/2016

Your Uranus Period begins 2/20/2016 and ends 4/13/2016

Your Neptune Period begins 4/13/2016 and ends 6/4/2016
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/4/2015 till 7/26/2015

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important Mercury Cards of the year and may pertain to most any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The Two of Clubs in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

This period could bring intellectual arguments or arguments with someone who is
quick-witted and hot-headed. Your desire to learn something very quickly brings on
impatience and a quick temper that may cause a heated discussion. This provocation will
soon be over so it shouldn't cause any lasting damage. This period could also see one or
more sudden and unexpected meetings with friends or family. There is also the possibility of
joint studies of some kind.

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Nine of Hearts in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

This period could harbor a sudden disappointment in someone, fortunately a
disappointment that passes quickly also. You may have misjudged somebody in your haste
to be friendly and liked. This same misjudgment could prove costly financially as well. Any
heartache you feel now could help you to gain more maturity in relationships and to help
you to see yourself and others as they truly are. This is also an unfavorable influence for
gambling or any sort of speculation.
Look at your other Mercury Card to find out more about this emotional challenge or
ending in your life. It may identify who or what is coming to an end in your life. It also may
indicate what is the outcome of the situation at hand as it expresses itself in your life.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
7/26/2015 till 9/16/2015 important Venus Cards of the year and may pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Ten of Spades in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

This is a card of success and happiness in love, home, money, work, health, and
family. It is an influence that overcomes negativity and problems. This success may be
connected to females in some way or to the arts and music. This is also a good influence for
a working marriage or for working with large groups of people. Business expansion is
favored and you should have the resources to do this comfortably.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The King of Hearts in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

This card brings emotional power, charm, and the ability to master your emotions and
affections. This power can be used for success in any personal or professional relationship.
For men, this card can indicate becoming a father sometime this year. It always brings
success and harmony on the family level by exhibiting leadership abilities in love. You are
the 'Master of Love' now and can get what you want from others. Use this power with
wisdom.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
9/16/2015 till 11/7/2015 important Mars Cards of the year.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Eight of Diamonds in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

This influence brings the financial resources to achieve your desired goals. This is a
card of financial and commercial strength, possibly in some male dominated organization, or
it can mean a meeting of men for money considerations. This card can indicate the
successful completion of a legal or tax related matter or an inheritance. An aggressive
pursuit of your financial goals now can pay off tremendously. You have the power to do it!
The powerful and overcoming influence of this card is strong and will bring a happy
and successful period for you, even if the indications of your other Mars Card are more
challenging. Even if your other Mars card indicated a challenge or problem, this card
guarantees that you will overcome it and that the result will be a positive one. A positive
card in the other position will further strengthen the influence of this card and could tell you
who or what you will experience such success with during this 52-day period.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Six of Spades in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

This period may bring the settlement of a lawsuit or of some dealings with men. This
card indicates steady employment and steady health and neutralizes any influence that
promotes change. If you are involved in a legal matter, rest assured that the outcome will be
strictly just in all ways. You should be careful of all aggressive actions and expressions now
as this powerful karmic influence promises that you will get back exactly what you put out.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/7/2015 till 12/29/2015
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important Jupiter Cards of the year.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Three of Spades in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

This is a time when diversity usually brings many blessings. This influence is actually
favorable for many things, such as gambling and short term speculation if you can handle
the risk. With this Three of Spades influence, success is also possible in two areas at once or
in businesses that involve artistic or creative expression. This is called the 'Artist's Card' and
thus is very favorable for any sort of art or expression of ideas. In Jupiter, it could bring
great financial success if channeled into positive creative work.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Ten of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

This is a powerful indicator of a huge success in finances and business through
application of knowledge. This success could be in any mind-related activity such as
publishing, speaking, education or any of the communications fields. By applying your
innate understanding of human nature you can reap many rewards during this period. Money
and business will be very good and if you apply your mind you could even make it better.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and what is likely to happen. Our
Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the year.
However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate success.
Your Saturn
Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
12/29/2015 till 2/20/2016 important Saturn Cards of the year and may pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Ace of Spades in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

This period could hold some kind of concealed trouble, such as a disease or illness,
either yours or someone else's, and perhaps a secret kept from you. Something kept hidden
could be hindering you. This is a good influence for healers and physicians. This card can
bring a recovery from illness or some kind of reversal in your health picture. A desire to
uncover the underlying causes of illness could lead to your recovery or that of someone
else's.
As much as the Ace of Spades means a beginning, it can also mean an ending. It is the
card of transformation and transformation means death of the old and the beginning of the
new. If there are parts of yourself or your lifestyle that are due for a change, this is probably
the time when it will happen. Your other Saturn Card could tell you more about this change
or tell you what area of your life it will affect. Though most of us fear changes, they always
lead us to something new and better.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Jack of Clubs in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

Creative projects may seem a burden during this period and to a lesser extent, for the
entire year. You will have to work harder to get ideas and to implement them and the
rewards seem less than usual for the efforts expended. In truth, this is a time of building for
the future. Though your progress seems hampered you are laying the foundation for future
success. Be very careful when making verbal commitments as they may return to haunt you
if made casually with no intention of keeping them.
Be on the lookout for men of the Clubs suit, especially those who are younger or who
may be approaching you from either a romantic or creative point of view. These are likely to
prove burdensome in some way during this period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus more on the people we hang out
with both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what
influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/20/2016 till 4/13/2016
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are the most
important cards in this period and can pertain to events in any area of your life.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The Nine of Diamonds in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

This influence brings financial losses in a real estate or other matter, or the ending of a
job. Avoid all speculative and 'quick money' deals at this time. Long term investments are
OK, but one should be careful here too. This influence brings financial problems in the
usual sense but also promises great success for those who are giving of their time and
resources to charitable causes.
The basic meaning of this card is the 'ending of something valued'. Something that you
have wanted and worked for in the past has now outlived its usefulness in your life and is
passing away. If you are conscious of this as the end of a cycle for you, you will be able to
let go and move ahead looking to the future for better things to come.
This is a good influence for spiritual matters, learning new spiritual information,
attending classes, etc. Also, keep in mind that a positive card, such as a four, eight, or ten,
in the other position this period would offset any problematic situations that may arise and
bring about good results overall.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The King of Spades in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

This powerful card guarantees success and accomplishment during this period. It is so
powerful that you could simply decide what you want to accomplish and it will be so. You
will have to work for it and you must be willing to look at yourself objectively and take
whatever actions are necessary to accomplish your goals. But success is assured. The
Uranus influence brings especially good results in work, real estate and group related
activities. Also you may find success in computer or high tech related areas.
Men, especially older men, of the Spades suit will seem to be unpredictable during this
period, and to a lesser extent, for the entire year. You would do best not to place too many
expectations on them while they are this sort of influence in your life.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your Birth Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/13/2016 till 6/4/2016

Neptune is the last period, that always begins 52 days before your next birthday each year. This
period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that vacation will take you to a foreign
country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your Birth Card's Yearly Spread, the most important Neptune Cards
of this year.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Nine of Spades in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This influence can bring an illness or accident related to the water, drugs, alcohol, or
traveling. This could also be a disappointment related to a trip or distant affairs. The
possibility of a hidden illness or disappointment is also present. Any association with travel
or drugs or alcohol will be disappointing now. However this card can represent a great
fulfillment if one is involved in helping others in some humanitarian kind of work.
It is entirely possible that a longtime cherished dream or occupation of yours could
come to an end or be lost during this period. This could be something that you have been
worrying about losing from time to time this year. If so, don't be afraid or disappointed. This
ending is actually the best thing for you and everyone else in your life. Let it go and many
new and better things will soon come to replace it.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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This Section Has Information From Your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your Planetary Ruling Card
Our Planetary Ruling Card is a very important symbol of who we are. It
acts much like our Rising Sign in astrology, pointing to a facet of our personality
with which we strongly identify. It is the card or cards from our Life Path that we
seem to act like. We have other cards that are symbols of us as well. These
include the Birth Card, Personality Cards and Karma Cards to some extent. Each
has a specific purpose and function that is important to understand as you read
this report.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your Planetary Ruling Card. Cards in this Yearly Spread can pertain
to most any area of your life, much like the Birth Card's spreads. You may find
information about your work, finances, love life, family or any other important
area in this section.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Planetary Ruling Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
Because these cards are found in your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spreads, their influence will refer to events
and experiences you are having with that part of your personality that is represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.
Study that card to see what part of your personality it refers to.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Two of Clubs as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

The Two of Clubs tells us that a partnership involved in some Mercury-ruled
activity will play a major role for you this year. Mercury rules the written and spoken
word and all kinds of mental activities. Studying, teaching, writing, publishing, and
advertising all fall under his jurisdiction. This also indicates that meetings or
discussions and arguments could be major themes this year as well. Watch out for
impatience and a quick temper to get the best results.
You will be wanting to share your thoughts and ideas with others and thus will
probably attract a lot of other people into your life this year. The Two of Clubs can
even represent your being somewhat afraid of being alone, but this might be just
what you need to motivate you into seeking others to be with.
Just how you communicate with others will be brought to your attention this
year in a big way. You will most likely find yourself in one or more situations that
require you to develop harmonious lines of communication with others. There may
be one special person with whom you share many ideas and thoughts who becomes
the focus of this year for you. In any event, your ability to share what you know with
those around you without arousing their opposition will be in focus.
Arguing is always a possibility with this card and will show you the areas
where you can improve the quality and content of your communications with others.
Keywords:
I am learning to have harmonious communications with others. I am transforming
arguing into smooth communications.

Your Pluto Card This Year
The Queen of Diamonds as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

This year you are concerned about money in a big way. This powerful card tells
that you will be transformed this year to somehow attain the prosperity you desire
while not being swayed by the lure of money for its own sake. Either you find
yourself overspending it and leaving yourself broke or you are really wanting to have
more success in all your business and financial enterprises.
The Queen of Diamonds is the card of the woman of expensive tastes, who
loves the display of wealth and luxury. However, she often spends beyond her
means. Her gift is that she has a great business head and knows how to successfully
run a business. She can smell a good deal also. Consider that this year you are trying
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Your Pluto Card This Year

Your Pluto Card

continued...

to adopt or simply deal with some of her characteristics in an important way. While
you work hard to create more money, see if you are not also tempted by your own
values. Major transformations may be in store for you during this process.
Your Result Card will tell you more about this challenge or point to someone
who is directly involved in it.
Affirmation:
I am transformed in my service capacity that deals with finances and business. I learn
to love and nurture others by sharing higher values with them.

Your Result Card This Year
The King of Diamonds as the Result Card

Your Result Card

This powerful money card guarantees more mastery of your finances by your
next birthday. You may even end up owning your own business, which is highly
favored by this card. 'Mastery of Values' are the keywords for this card so the effects
of it run deeper than just external prosperity. You are learning to know what you
want and how to respond to the values of others in a productive way. Your Pluto
Card will tell more about this transformation into a 'master'.
This card is also a powerful indicator that you could end up with some older or
successful man of the Diamonds suit by your next birthday. Whether this be a friend,
lover or family member, there is a strong indicator that the two of you will be joined
in some meaningful way by year's end.
Affirmation:
I end this year as the head of my own business or with more prosperity. I take a
leadership role in my company.
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Your Environment Card This Year
The Five of Spades as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

Most all changes and opportunities to travel will bring blessings of one sort or
another this year. This includes changes in business, lifestyle, living situation, work
or residence. Accept changes and look for opportunities to travel as indicators of
where to go for more benefits in your life. This could be an important transition year
for you and one that leads you up one step towards a more expansive and freer
lifestyle.

Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the Three of Clubs this year.

Your Displacement Card

Being aligned with the Three of Clubs will bring a lot of creative energy into
your life. As you progress through the year you will have many ideas about things to
study, do or write about. This is the 'writer's card' and if you channel this creative
energy effectively, you could experience great success from expressing yourself
either orally or through the written word. Otherwise this strong creative force will
cause you to worry and be somewhat undecided.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/4/2015 and ends 7/26/2015

Your Venus Period begins 7/26/2015 and ends 9/16/2015

Your Mars Period begins 9/16/2015 and ends 11/7/2015

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/7/2015 and ends 12/29/2015

Your Saturn Period begins 12/29/2015 and ends 2/20/2016

Your Uranus Period begins 2/20/2016 and ends 4/13/2016

Your Neptune Period begins 4/13/2016 and ends 6/4/2016
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/4/2015 till 7/26/2015

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
some of the more important Mercury Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your
life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The Four of Hearts in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

This card usually brings a short lived, but happy time in love and romance. A sudden
happiness or pleasure, at home or while on a short trip, perhaps a good book or a new friend.
Don't look for lasting relationships now as Mercury is a fleeting influence. Any marriage
under this influence may not have staying power unless the two of you share many
intellectual pursuits. Generally a great card for sharing the enjoyment of mentally
stimulating activities.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results
during this period, even if your other Mercury Card is one of challenge or adversity."

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Nine of Clubs in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

At this time there could be something disappointing, or some bad news that arises
suddenly and passes away just as quickly. This could be a sudden antagonism to your
wishes or plans by another. There will be some sudden and unexpected disappointment but
it will pass quickly. This influence could also represent a sudden interruption in your
education, perhaps because of a family member.
Your other Mercury Card may tell you what thing or relationship in your life that is
coming to an end during this period. Nines usually mean that a cycle of life is coming to an
end. Whether we feel like we are graduating or are disappointed because of the loss is
entirely up to us."
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
7/26/2015 till 9/16/2015 some of the more important Venus Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your
life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Nine of Hearts in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

Disappointment in love, romance and possibly finances are distinct possibilities at this
time. You may find that there are many obstacles in the way of your emotional happiness,
including lack of material resources. This is one of the stronger divorce cards so the
possibility of a separation or ending is present. Remember that endings are completions.
Perhaps your current relationships have outlived their usefulness in your life and you are
ready to move on to greener pastures. Selfless giving is always healing at these times.
Your other Venus Card may tell you who or what the emotional ending is about. Also
keep in mind that a strong or powerful other Venus Card, such as a four, eight or ten, could
mitigate the adversity of this card and bring about very positive results from a situation that
may seem like a disappointment at the outset.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The Five of Spades in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

This period may bring a trip for love, or one that takes you away from a loved one.
You might have a change in your love life, or a visit from a female. Business travel or
changes are favored and bring money. You may be more fickle than usual now and this may
be the cause of changes in your relationships. This is an excellent time to move to a new
home or better living conditions. You may even remodel or redecorate your home now.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
9/16/2015 till 11/7/2015 some of the more important Mars Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your life
and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Three of Hearts in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

During this period, much of your aggressive energies are directed towards love. This is
a highly creative influence that could help you create more friends or lovers, if that is what
you desire. It can be a 'love triangle' card too. You may find that you are impatient in love,
but this energy can help you go out and meet many new people for work or business. This is
an influence of creative self-expression. Let others know who you are and what you think.
Your other Mars Card may tell you who or what you are either feeling indecisive or
creative about. It will also tell you the outcome of any creative pursuits during this period.
Remember that a four, eight, or ten as your other Mars Card will foretell very good results
and a happy outcome during this period of active and aggressive creativity.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Six of Diamonds in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

You may run into your own debts at this time. What happens is a reflection of your
value system so take heed. Honesty is the best policy now. Settlements of legal and business
debts and difficulties will happen now and you will get just what you deserve. You may
have to make good on all promises you make now so watch what you say and do. Don't let a
fear of failure cause you to procrastinate on financial deals that you started earlier as they
are your best bet.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/7/2015 till 12/29/2015
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
some of the more important Jupiter Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your
life and personality that are represented by this card.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Four of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

This is a good indicator of satisfaction in finances and business, one of the best
indicators of a good year. Though much comes through being steady and one-pointed you
can also benefit from expansive changes in your business or profession. You can use your
mind to your advantage, perhaps in planning or bargaining. Most of your relationships
should be flowing smoothly now. Everything should be going well now and according to
plan. You can get more organized and productive which should lead to greater financial
success.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Six of Clubs in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

A heightened sense of intuition and sensitivity are the keys to much success in all
areas at this time, particularly financial and business related. At the same time your
complacency could be your greatest obstacle. Overcome your complacency and contentment
now and make the extra effort during this auspicious influence. Every effort will pay off in a
big way. Of course, if you already have everything you want you can just sit back and enjoy
it.
It is a good idea to stay with the things and projects you have already initiated. That is
where your financial gains lie during this period unless other indicators are present.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the
year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate
Your Saturn
success. Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
12/29/2015 till 2/20/2016 some of the more important Saturn Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your
life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Ace of Diamonds in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

During this period you may experience a thwarted desire for money or a desire for
money (fear of poverty) that brings problems or ill health. Any new businesses or
money-making enterprises that begin now will demand a lot of hard work to get them to pay
off. This could also represent a desire for money to help someone who is in need or ill. This
is a karmic influence, that is, a payment for past actions. It may well be that some of the
problems you are experiencing now stem from your actions in the past, especially if you
have been overly attached to material status or possessions.
This influence leads to a general state of feeling impoverished and it tends to affect the
entire year to some extent. It is interesting that our state of abundance is more about how we
feel inside than the state of our external affairs. See if you are actually doing fine financially
and simply worrying about it more than you need to.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Ten of Diamonds in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

This card brings financial success in matters relating to health or some older authority
person in your life. There is the possibility of inheritance. With this money can come hard
work and much responsibility. This card can also mean that your financial success is
somewhat delayed due to the ill health of yourself or others. This is a card of financial
success for doctors or those in the healing professions.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus on the people we hang out with
both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/20/2016 till 4/13/2016
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
some of the more important Uranus Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your
life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The Queen of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

This influence can bring an unexpected or unusual marriage or romantic encounter.
Kinky sex is also indicated. Your romantic or marriage partner may seem a bit unpredictable
now. This is the time to allow some freedom in your personal relationships and to let go of
attachments. Perhaps you need a little space yourself. You can access high levels of being
together if you give each other plenty of breathing room and the freedom to be yourselves.
Create some space.
Any women of the Hearts suit may seem to be somewhat unpredictable during this
period, and to a lesser extent, for the entire year. To insure success in your relationships
with them, it would be best to just step back and allow them to do or be whatever they need
to. A good friendship comes from unconditional love and acceptance.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The Ace of Spades in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

This period may bring a secret real estate transaction, labor-related issue, or some
secret about your job. This card is a card of ambition and desire and thus people often begin
new jobs or careers under it's influence. However, for those on the spiritual path, this card
holds a deep and mystical meaning that may also apply at the same time.
This can also mean a strong desire for occult knowledge or secret knowledge. A card
that represents psychic gifts, you may even be motivated to join a secret society or
organization during this period. This card can represent a powerful religious or psychic
experience or a strong desire for some specific work or project.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your Planetary Ruling Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/13/2016 till 6/4/2016

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your birthday each year. It is
the last period of the year. This period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that
vacation will take you to a foreign country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your Planetary Ruling Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they are
some of the more important Neptune Cards of the year and will apply specifically to the areas of your
life and personality that are represented by your Planetary Ruling Card.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Five of Clubs in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This is one of the stronger indicators of a long journey over water or to foreign
countries. This trip could be most enjoyable and bring new friends and learning
opportunities. This period could also bring about many opportunities to help others in some
way that could bring much contentment. This influence may make it difficult for you to
focus your energies on any one thing and you may lose some things by being too scattered,
but it is excellent for travel.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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This Section Has Information From Your First Karma Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your First Karma Card
Our First Karma Card represents past-life areas in which we have an
obligation to pay more attention to in the current lifetime. Sometimes it can
represent our 'weak' side in one or more ways. It is said that we must give to the
energy or issue that our First Karma Card represents. The real message with the
First Karma Card is that we must pay more attention to it. By choosing to look at
it and eventually embrace it, we fulfill its purpose in our life and derive a
positive expresssion of it instead of the more negative expression that we start
out with in life.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that
represent you, it is important to know the difference between them and their
purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your First Karma Card. Cards in the First Karma Card's Yearly
Spread will likely pertain to that part of your life in which you have to make
adjustments and ammendments in order to get a more positive expression. As
you read these influences keep in mind that events depicted in these spreads may
have a karmic feeling to them.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your First Karma Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your First Karma Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
Because these cards are found in your First Karma Card's Yearly Spreads, their influence will be related to most any
area of your life, much like those of the Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card Spreads.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Six of Diamonds as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

The Six of Diamonds is a very steadying influence and when it shows up as the
Long Range card this influence extends strongly for an entire year. This can be good
if you are in good financial shape when the year begins because this card will tend to
sustain whatever conditions were in effect when the year began, but it can be
difficult if you enter the year lacking financially in some way. You could find
yourself in a financial rut this year, struggling to get ahead and constantly beset with
unpaid bills that sap your accounts.
This powerful 'karma card' insures that any imbalances in your financial picture
will be evened out during this year. This may mean you pay off existing debts or you
are repaid money you loaned earlier. It is wise to be totally responsible under this
influence as dishonest dealings are likely to receive immediate payback. On the other
hand, if you recognize the inherent potential in this powerful card, you could get well
ahead by always doing more than you were paid for in all your business and financial
dealings. This is surely going to bring you additional returns, especially under the
karmic money card. As you sow, so shall you reap.
In any event, many of your experiences this year will prove to demonstrate the
need for personal integrity and responsibility in all of your financial concerns.
In another vein, this card can mark a year in which you find a deeper purpose
for your life and work. Any six in such a prominent position can signal a time when
we discover something that we are fated to do. In this case, it would involve helping
others to find a more meaningful set of values to base their life upon.
Keywords:
A year of focus on financial responsibility, balancing of accounts and compromise
for balance in financial affairs. I open myself up to discovering a special and higher
purpose for my life's work.
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Your Pluto Card This Year
The Seven of Spades as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

This powerful spiritual card will insist that you take an honest look at your
work and health habits and root out any that are negative and creating negative
results in your life. For this reason, this card is often associated with work and health
problems. Obviously you are ready to make some changes in your life to attain better
health and lifestyle.
The Seven of Spades is one of the most powerful spiritual influences, which
can also mean having the most problems on the material and mundane levels. If you
have been harboring negative attitudes or patterns about your work or health, this
powerful influence will cause you to face them squarely and experience, more than
ever, the consequences of having them. Now, more than ever, you are the captain of
your fate. To have the success you want in work and health though, you will have to
make some changes in your behavior and in your whole approach to these areas.
The Seven of Spades is called the 'card of faith'. Success with this card requires
rising to a new level of living that is beyond our normal fears and concerns. For
those involved in spiritual work, this influence challenges you to move towards more
success and make progress towards your work and personal goals. Your Result Card
will either tell more about this challenge or point to a person with whom you need to
adopt a more positive, unattached attitude.
Affirmation:
I am tapping into the source of God energy and transforming all the negativity in my
life into fearlessness and appreciation. I am living faith.

Your Result Card This Year
The Three of Diamonds as the Result Card

Your Result Card

This is a year for you to express some of your latent creative energies and to try
new things, meet new people and explore new ways of making money. Somehow, the
energies of your Pluto Card are stimulating you into new directions. It may be that
you are in a major transition time, moving from the stability (and sameness) of the
past into an uncertain future and at times this may be scary. However, your inner
creativity is being awakened and for this you will be very happy and fulfilled.
Affirmation:
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Your Result Card This Year

continued...

I am learning about what I want through experimentation and diversity. I am
broadening my perspective on values. I complete this year with two or more ways of
earning money.
Your Result Card

Your Environment Card This Year
The Six of Hearts as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

Having the 'peacemaker's card' as your Environment Card this year will bring
many blessings from helping others and from being responsible in all your love
relationships. You could actually receive some good karmic payback from loving
others in the past. There is an outside possibility that you could meet a new lover,
who is actually someone you have known in a past life but it is more likely that there
will be little change, if any, in your romantic life.

Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the Ace of Spades this year.

Your Displacement Card

This could be a significant year for you in many ways, and one in which you
make a major change in your lifestyle. Either you could begin a new line of work or
you could begin a new way of relating to your health or physical body.
Transformation is a key word for this card and you could experience some form of
'death and rebirth' during the year. This is also the most mystical card in the deck and
as such could bring involvement in one of the mystic sciences.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/4/2015 and ends 7/26/2015

Your Venus Period begins 7/26/2015 and ends 9/16/2015

Your Mars Period begins 9/16/2015 and ends 11/7/2015

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/7/2015 and ends 12/29/2015

Your Saturn Period begins 12/29/2015 and ends 2/20/2016

Your Uranus Period begins 2/20/2016 and ends 4/13/2016

Your Neptune Period begins 4/13/2016 and ends 6/4/2016
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/4/2015 till 7/26/2015

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The Five of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

This card indicates a sudden and unexpected change in employment, material
circumstances, or the family financial situation. This is possibly an unexpected loss of
money. It can also indicate a short journey undertaken for your work or a money deal.
Change is in the air under this influence and it could be up or down and possibly related to
education or brothers and sisters.

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Jack of Spades in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

During this period you are given the gift of a creative mind that can come up with
some great ideas that can help you in a multitude of ways. This gift can be artistic and so
you may get some really good ideas for writing or illustrating something. Be cautious
though with this card present as it may indicate a theft incident related to driving, your car,
or a short trip somewhere. Also, be on the alert for deceptive intentions from one or more of
your siblings. Just be a little cautious and enjoy the creative aspects of this powerful card.
You may actually read some books or be exposed to some new information that makes a
positive change in your life.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
7/26/2015 till 9/16/2015 to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Seven of Diamonds in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

A Seven of Diamonds in Venus means spending money on friends, lovers, or some
lady friend or relative. A lot of money could be spent on luxury items or close friends. You
are feeling very extravagant now and this may be masking an emotional insecurity and
desire to be loved. However, your true fears will be exposed now and you will have to deal
with your inner feelings of insecurity about money and love. Practice appreciation and
affirmations to fill this inner void.
Your other Venus Card may tell you who or what the financial, emotional or personal
challenge is about. Also keep in mind that a strong or powerful other Venus Card, such as a
four, eight or ten, could mitigate the adversity of this card and bring about very positive
results from a challenging situation.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The Ten of Spades in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

This is a card of success and happiness in love, home, money, work, health, and
family. It is an influence that overcomes negativity and problems. This success may be
connected to females in some way or to the arts and music. This is also a good influence for
a working marriage or for working with large groups of people. Business expansion is
favored and you should have the resources to do this comfortably.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
9/16/2015 till 11/7/2015 to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Six of Diamonds in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

You may run into your own debts at this time. What happens is a reflection of your
value system so take heed. Honesty is the best policy now. Settlements of legal and business
debts and difficulties will happen now and you will get just what you deserve. You may
have to make good on all promises you make now so watch what you say and do. Don't let a
fear of failure cause you to procrastinate on financial deals that you started earlier as they
are your best bet.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Four of Clubs in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

This is a good influence for satisfying emotional and intellectual relationships,
especially with men. For women this is an indicator of happiness in marriage and home or
good news from home. Aggressive pursuits of education and friendships will bring rewards
during this period. Mental activity can be successfully applied in work, especially in the
areas of organization, efficiency, and practicality.
The stabilizing influence of this card is powerful and will bring a happy period for
you, even if the indications of your other Mars Card are more challenging. Even if your
other Mars card indicated a challenge or problem, this card guarantees that you will
overcome it and that the result will be a positive one. A successful card in the other position
will further strengthen the influence of this card and could tell you who or what you will
experience such satisfaction with during this 52-day period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/7/2015 till 12/29/2015
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Jack of Hearts in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

Under Jupiter the spiritual influence of the Jack of Hearts, 'Sacrifice Card', can bring
many blessings, but mostly when directed towards helping others or achieving spiritual
goals. Direct your emotional power into selfless action for maximum success under this
influence. You are being influenced by one of the highest forms of spiritual energy and you
could have many profound revelations as a result. Mastery of your emotions, personal
relationships and doing good for others all bring untold blessings during this special period
of your year.
On a more mundane level, any men of the Hearts suit could be a source of financial
and other blessings this year, especially those who are younger or involved in creative
professions.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Two of Spades in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

This period could bring you a very beneficial business partnership or one that involves
large amounts of money. Look to the underlying cards and other cards nearby to determine
who this partner will be. This card guarantees that your most financially successful areas
will be in partnerships not only this period but for the entire year to some extent. This card
can also indicate successful business meetings. Get consultation on all important money
decisions.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the
year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate
Your Saturn
success. Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
12/29/2015 till 2/20/2016 to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Ten of Clubs in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

Overcoming undesirable influences is indicated by this card, especially through the
application of wisdom and knowledge. Healing power, especially using natural methods,
could be present for you now. Use it to heal yourself and others. By applying self-control
you can conquer many problems during this period. This card also brings success in any of
the mind-related fields such as publishing or teaching if one is ready to work hard to get it.
Be ready for hard work. The success potential of this card is only accessed by those
who are willing to put in a lot of effort in the process. As a matter of fact this card often
represents some project or work that is a lot of work.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Eight of Clubs in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

This influence brings you the power to overcome illness or adversity through the
application of knowledge. Through hard work and patience you can accomplish a great deal
now. This is a good time for constructive self-development. Under this influence you may
experience some problems in relationships due to your own fixed opinions or ideas. Also
this is an unfavorable influence for gambling or speculative investments.
This card is such a strong influence that it will override any negative influences
present during this period. Even if your other Saturn Card were one of challenge or problem,
this card guarantees that you will have a successful outcome and an overcoming of
difficulties.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus on the people we hang out with
both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/20/2016 till 4/13/2016
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The Eight of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

Success in spiritual study and working with groups is highlighted now. The power and
charm that you are now experiencing can be applied in your work or humanitarian
endeavors with great success. You should find that you are successful wherever you direct
this power during this period, though spiritually related activities are highlighted by the
influence of Uranus. This is a card of cooperation among friends and co-workers.
Because of the power of this card, it is almost a guarantee that this will be a very
successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus Card were one of challenge or
difficulty, this card's power will overcome it and have a successful outcome to the situations
that arise.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The Two of Hearts in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

The planetary influence of Uranus will bring about an element of the unusual and
unexpected to your close relationships and partnerships during this period. Your status quo
may be disrupted by a partnership or friendship, or you may find yourself in an unusual
romantic affair. There may be time spent with a close friend at work or one that you meet in
some community affair. This is a good time to make good friends who will love you for
yourself.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your First Karma Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/13/2016 till 6/4/2016

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your birthday each year. It is
the last period of the year. This period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that
vacation will take you to a foreign country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your First Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may pertain
to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Two of Hearts in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This period may bring a very romantic and idealistic love affair or friendship. You
may meet someone while traveling or it could also be a secret or mystical affair. Neptune's
glamour may prevent you from being objective. The person you meet may seem to be the
one of your dreams but caution is advised. Postpone any important decisions about love
until after your birthday. Also be watchful for miscommunications that could stir up trouble
between you.
This card will actually affect you for the entire year, causing you to yearn for some
sort of perfect love or lover. You are dreaming about your soul mate, but only time will tell
if this person actually shows up.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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This Section Has Information From Your Second Karma Card Spread
About The One-Year Reading for your Second Karma Card
Our Second Karma Card represents past-life gifts and abilities and areas in
which we are somewhat gifted in expression. Most people find that the
expression of the energies represented by their Second Karma Card come easily
and naturally, and tend to be on the positive side. Thus, it is often referred to as
our 'good karma'.
Since this report may contain the Yearly Spreads for other cards that
represent you, it is important to know the difference between them and their
purposes in determining what they are trying to tell you.
On the following pages are all the cards for this year that fall in the Yearly
Spread for your Second Karma Card. Cards in the Second Karma Card's Yearly
Spread will likely pertain to areas of your life in which you have many things to
be thankful for. These may be called the 'blessed cards' of the year.
As you read these influences keep in mind that events depicted in these
spreads may have a karmic feeling to them.
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The Year-Long Cards Found In Your Second Karma Card Spread
Your Long Range Card is perhaps the most important card of the year. It defines
something or someone that will be a major focus of your attention. It is neither
positive or negative, just a place where a lot of your time, energy or attention
will be spent throughout the year.
Your Long Range Card

Your Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card is also a very important card in the Yearly Spread. It signifies
something or someone that will cause a significant change in some part of your
life. It may define an area where you experience a 'mini-death' in your life, a
place where you release a negative pattern to make room for a more positive
way of life.

Your Result Card

Your Result Card combines with the Pluto Card to help define your big change
and challenge of the year. But in addition, the Result Card will be someone or
something that you will end up with by your next birthday that is a blessing in
your life. It is like the gift that you will receive for all the hard work you did this
year to transform yourself.

Your Environment Card

Your Environment Card represents someone or something that will act in a
beneficial manner for you throughout the year. It is an area where things will
come easily to you, something or someone to be grateful for. It is always a good
thing regardless of what card it is. You will collect good things from this card all
year long.

Your Displacement Card

Your Displacement Card usually indicates an area where you will have to pay
closer attention in order to have success for this year. It can be a person or thing
that requires you to give them extra energy in order for that thing or person to
be a benefit in your life. It can also signify 'special' occurrences that only come
in certain years of life.

About The Year-Long Influence Cards in your Second Karma Card's Spread
Each card in your yearly reading says something about a specific area of life. Some influence the entire year while
others influence primarily a 52-day period of time. The cards above are those that influence the entire year. Because of
this, they are always considered to be the most important cards of the yearly reading.
Each of these five cards has a specific function and purpose and will tell you some different and yet important
things about the year this report is for. Take your time as you read their meanings as well as the text that describes their
individual importance and functions.
Because these cards are found in your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spreads, their influence will be related to most
any area of your life, much like those of the Birth Card and Planetary Ruling Card Spreads.
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Your Long Range Card This Year
The Seven of Hearts as the Long Range Card

Your Long Range Card

The Seven of Hearts indicates that this year could be marked by many
challenges in love and feelings in your close relationships. Seven, being a highly
spiritual number, promises success in love only by letting go of attachments, thinking
less of your personal needs, and giving more of yourself. It may appear that your
closest friends, family, or lovers are letting you down at various times throughout the
year.
Look for the hidden lessons in these experiences. See now that you are being
called upon to let go of petty attachments and adopt a larger view point. Let your
spiritual power rise up and conquer this area and you will find that you are
transformed into a much happier, fulfilled person. For those involved in spiritual
work, this card signals much progress and success during this year. It could be a very
successful year of giving of yourself, especially in such roles as counselor or
personal helper.
Keywords:
A year of learning to release fears and attachments concerning others and their love
for us. I learn to trust.

Your Pluto Card This Year
The Queen of Spades as the Pluto Card

Your Pluto Card

Somehow connected to your Result Card for this year, you are attempting to
develop a sense of mastery from within, a greater level of organizational ability, or
both. The Queen of Spades is a powerful card and you are indeed asking for a lot.
Self-mastery comes from inner knowledge and self control. It comes from controlling
one's thoughts, attitudes, beliefs, words and actions guided by higher principles. It is
knowing that you can have everything you want, not by changing the world, but by
changing yourself.
The Queen of Spades can be a card of drudgery and hard labor. It would not be
surprising if you found yourself having to work very hard this year, and possibly
doing work that you find somewhat distasteful or tedious. Spades are work and the
the Queen uses her work as Karma Yoga, a tool to purify her thoughts and emotions.
This is the goal that you have set before yourself and you must have good
reasons for why you want this. Keep these reasons uppermost in your mind as you
progress through the year. You no doubt will have to make some changes both within
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Your Pluto Card This Year

continued...

and outside of yourself to achieve this goal and it will not always be easy. There also
may be someone important, represented by your Result Card, that is part of this goal
you are seeking. The Result Card may also give you more clues about what particular
area of your life you desire to be more internally masterful about.
Your Pluto Card
Affirmation:
I develop my capacity to transform my life by changing my beliefs, thoughts, ideas
and concepts of the world. I become the master of my self.

Your Result Card This Year
The Nine of Clubs as the Result Card

Your Result Card

Much of the challenge for you this year will be to let go of outworn ideas,
projects, plans or ways of communicating. This is a year of completions that may at
times seem like disappointing endings. The Nine of Clubs says that you are
completing a major chapter in your life and it is time to move on to greener pastures.
Be open to spiritual wisdom in all forms as this will help make this easier. Your
Pluto Card will tell more about these endings or who is involved.
Affirmation:
I complete projects this year and let go of the past. I broaden my understanding by
releasing old ways of thinking.

Your Environment Card This Year
The Queen of Diamonds as the Environment Card

Your Environment Card

This is a year in which finances should improve and you can have a lot of
success in business related activities. Your creative energies are high now and you
will get good ideas on how to improve your financial situation and better sell your
products, services or ideas. If you are a woman of the Diamond suit, benefits will
come through romance & in your role as a mother. Regardless of your Birth Card,
you will tend to receive benefits from all Diamond women as well.
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Your Displacement Card This Year
You are displacing the King of Hearts this year.

Your Displacement Card

Depending upon your sex and your marital status, you could either have a year
of focusing on romantic matters, being a father, or mastering your emotions. The
King of Hearts can also bring success in any of the artistic fields or any area where
you deal with people or the public. Use this card to get what you want romantically
and to also master your own emotional problems. You have a kingly love nature this
year that can bring many good things into your life.
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The Cards Governing Your Planetary Periods - An Overview
Direct Card

Vertical Card

Planetary Symbol

Your Mercury Period begins 6/4/2015 and ends 7/26/2015

Your Venus Period begins 7/26/2015 and ends 9/16/2015

Your Mars Period begins 9/16/2015 and ends 11/7/2015

Your Jupiter Period begins 11/7/2015 and ends 12/29/2015

Your Saturn Period begins 12/29/2015 and ends 2/20/2016

Your Uranus Period begins 2/20/2016 and ends 4/13/2016

Your Neptune Period begins 4/13/2016 and ends 6/4/2016
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The Cards Influencing Your Mercury Period
About the Mercury Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread

Your Mercury
Period lasts from
6/4/2015 till 7/26/2015

The Mercury Period is the one that always begins on your birthday each year. During this
period, the focus is usually on communications, short trips here and there, educational pursuits, or
the affairs of siblings and other family members. The two cards found in this period will combine to
tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Mercury Period Cards are usually of little consequence since Mercury itself is such a
quick-moving influence. Therefore, events under Mercury will usually be short-lived, quick or sudden.
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life.

Your Direct Mercury Card
The Three of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

Your Direct Mercury Card

This period could bring a situation that arises suddenly, and causes some indecision
about money or your work. This is a card of mental unrest over money matters and concerns
over material limitations. This is a good influence for social charm and also of getting and
communicating new ideas about ways to make money. However it is also an influence of
worry brought about by an overactive mind and lack of focus on one singular path to
success.
Look to your other Mercury Card to tell you what or whom your indecision and worry
OR creativity may be about. Also, keep in mind that this influence can be channeled into
creative outlets for great success.

Your Vertical Mercury Card
The Five of Diamonds in the Mercury Period

Your Vertical Mercury Card

This card indicates a sudden and unexpected change in employment, material
circumstances, or the family financial situation. This is possibly an unexpected loss of
money. It can also indicate a short journey undertaken for your work or a money deal.
Change is in the air under this influence and it could be up or down and possibly related to
education or brothers and sisters.
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The Cards Influencing Your Venus Period
About the Venus Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Venus Period is the one that always begins 52 days after your birthday each year. During
this period, the focus is usually on home and family matters and affairs of the heart. The two cards
found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely
to occur.
Those who are in a profession that involves beauty products or any one of the arts should read
Your Venus
their Venus Cards as general indicators of the success or failure of those types of businesses.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
7/26/2015 till 9/16/2015 pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Venus Card
The Five of Spades in the Venus Period

Your Direct Venus Card

This period may bring a trip for love, or one that takes you away from a loved one.
You might have a change in your love life, or a visit from a female. Business travel or
changes are favored and bring money. You may be more fickle than usual now and this may
be the cause of changes in your relationships. This is an excellent time to move to a new
home or better living conditions. You may even remodel or redecorate your home now.

Your Vertical Venus Card
The Eight of Spades in the Venus Period

Your Vertical Venus Card

During this period an active and productive social life will bring many rewards. Your
job could bring in much money and social success now. This card can also represent groups
of females meeting for work, community events, or just plain fun. This influence brings
much power associated with women, friends, social occasions, and the home and family, as
well as a strong desire to stand well in the community and have intelligent, well-to-do
friends.
This is such a powerful and stabilizing influence that it will produce very good results
during this period, even if your other Venus Card is one of challenge or adversity.
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The Cards Influencing Your Mars Period
About the Mars Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Mars Period is the one that always begins approximately 104 days after your birthday each
year. During this period, you are likely to have more physical and aggressive energies. For this
reason, this is a good time to get involved in physical pursuits or to actively pursue your goals.
Mars Period Cards also govern our relationships with men in general and with any legal
matters we are involved in. If you are involved in a legal suit of any kind, the Mars Cards will
Your Mars
indicate the probable success or failure of these pursuits.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
9/16/2015 till 11/7/2015 pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Mars Card
The Ten of Hearts in the Mars Period

Your Direct Mars Card

Relationships in all areas should be very successful under this influence, especially
with men or groups of men. This could also translate as success in a lawsuit or legal matter.
Aggressively pursuing friendships and relationships should bring you success and happiness
under this influence and this is certainly the time to take the active role in all social and
personal situations. A great influence for performers and artists and those dealing with the
public.

Your Vertical Mars Card
The Eight of Diamonds in the Mars Period

Your Vertical Mars Card

This influence brings the financial resources to achieve your desired goals. This is a
card of financial and commercial strength, possibly in some male dominated organization, or
it can mean a meeting of men for money considerations. This card can indicate the
successful completion of a legal or tax related matter or an inheritance. An aggressive
pursuit of your financial goals now can pay off tremendously. You have the power to do it!
The powerful and overcoming influence of this card is strong and will bring a happy
and successful period for you, even if the indications of your other Mars Card are more
challenging. Even if your other Mars card indicated a challenge or problem, this card
guarantees that you will overcome it and that the result will be a positive one. A positive
card in the other position will further strengthen the influence of this card and could tell you
who or what you will experience such success with during this 52-day period.
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The Cards Influencing Your Jupiter Period
About the Jupiter Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Jupiter Period is the one that falls in the middle of your personal year. During this period,
the focus is usually on business and financial matters, though it is not restricted to these alone. The
two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore,
what is likely to occur.
Our Jupiter Cards often tell us what or who are the biggest blessings of the year, especially
Your Jupiter
along financial lines. If we involve ourselves in activities related to our Jupiter Cards, we could see
Period lasts from
an increase in our finances through those directions.
11/7/2015 till 12/29/2015
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Jupiter Card
The Six of Spades in the Jupiter Period

Your Direct Jupiter Card

During this period your business, health and financial interests should be running
smoothly and steadily. Staying in your current business brings the most rewards now and it
may be difficult to effect any changes now. Look for ways that you can get more out of what
you are doing with whom you are currently involved. It is likely that there are some favors
or rewards owed you that will come your way before this period ends. The more you give,
the more you will receive.

Your Vertical Jupiter Card
The Ace of Diamonds in the Jupiter Period

Your Vertical Jupiter Card

During this period you may have a strong desire to maintain status and financial
standing that motivates you into much work and action. Under this influence it is highly
likely that you will begin a new job, line of work, or find a new way to make money. Jobs
and businesses that begin during this period are destined for success and you will have more
success by looking for new projects that will open up new avenues for financial growth.
This could also represent an important communication regarding your business or financial
investments. The effects of this influence will probably be an increase in hard work and
perseverance that brings financial success.
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The Cards Influencing Your Saturn Period
About the Saturn Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
The Saturn Period follows Jupiter and is almost the reverse of it in it's influence. Whereas
Jupiter is expansive and abundant, Saturn is often restrictive and burdensome. The two cards found in
this period will combine to tell you what influences are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Our Saturn Cards often describe who or what are our major challenges or difficulties for the
year. However, by facing these challenges, we can learn many things that will aid in our ultimate
Your Saturn
success. Saturn teaches us patience and responsibility.
Period lasts from
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
12/29/2015 till 2/20/2016 pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Saturn Card
The Queen of Clubs in the Saturn Period

Your Direct Saturn Card

During this period you will have to be careful of what you say and how you say it. Any
impatience on your part could result in more problems than it's worth. Most Clubs women
you meet or associate with will seem burdensome or difficult now, each perhaps with a
different lesson to teach you. Any mental work you are involved in will seem more difficult
but the end result will be a more solid foundation on which you can build your future
success.
Be on the lookout for women of the Clubs suit, especially those who you are
romantically involved with. These are likely to prove troublesome or burdensome in some
way during this period.

Your Vertical Saturn Card
The Five of Hearts in the Saturn Period

Your Vertical Saturn Card

You may find yourself taking a trip caused by someone's ill health at this time, maybe
even your own. Take extra care while traveling. Separations from lovers or friends are more
traumatic under this influence.
Under Saturn you may experience a difficult separation or divorce. If so keep in mind
that Saturn brings challenges of a karmic nature. There are debts to be paid, perhaps even
from past lives. See if your own restlessness has not played a role in this.
This would not be a good time to take a vacation or travel so try to schedule any trips
either before or after this period. The only exception to this would be if you have a very
strong card as the other Saturn Card, such as a four or eight, which could bring satisfactory
results with minimal struggle.
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The Cards Influencing Your Uranus Period
About the Uranus Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread
After the often grueling struggle of the Saturn Period, the Uranus Period usually comes as a
welcome relief. Everything tends to lighten up and we tend to focus on the people we hang out with
both socially and at work. The two cards found in this period will combine to tell you what influences
are present and therefore, what is likely to occur.
Things often happen unexpectedly in Uranus or the things that happen have an unusual quality
Your Uranus
about them. Our Uranus Cards often foretell the success or failure of our relationships at work or in
Period lasts from
other circles.
2/20/2016 till 4/13/2016
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Uranus Card
The Eight of Clubs in the Uranus Period

Your Direct Uranus Card

During this period you may have access to knowledge that brings power in labor
relations or real estate deals. Meetings to deal with these areas are pegged for success at this
time due to the power of your mind. Success is likely in any areas related to education,
volunteer work, real estate, metaphysics, labor relations, high technology, or psychic
development. You may have access to advanced or unusual knowledge that contributes to
your career.
Because of the power of this card, it is almost a guarantee that this will be a very
successful and prosperous period. Even if your other Uranus Card were one of challenge or
difficulty, this card's power will overcome it and have a successful outcome to the situations
that arise.

Your Vertical Uranus Card
The Four of Spades in the Uranus Period

Your Vertical Uranus Card

This period brings success in your work, real estate, land or farming, labor groups, or
service organizations. This can also mean satisfaction in gaining wisdom or in some form of
intuitive development. This is a strong influence for getting a home or house. You have
strong intuitive powers now and can use it profitably. This is a great influence for
professional psychics or those using their intuitive gifts. Relations with co-workers is good
now and contributes to your success.
This influence is a strongly grounding force that will bring satisfaction in this period
regardless of what card may appear as your other Uranus Card. The net and overall result of
this period will be satisfaction and contentment.
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The Cards Influencing Your Neptune Period
About the Neptune Period Cards from your Second Karma Card Spread

Your Neptune
Period lasts from
4/13/2016 till 6/4/2016

The Neptune Period is the one that always begins 52 days before your birthday each year. It is
the last period of the year. This period is one of the best times to take a vacation, especially if that
vacation will take you to a foreign country.
Our Neptune Card(s) often represent who or what are our 'hopes and fears' for the year. It can
represent things that we secretly want or things that we may be afraid will come to pass. The Neptune
Period is usually not a good time to make any definite decisions about our future as things often
appear blurred from our point of view.
The cards below are from your Second Karma Card's Yearly Spread. Therefore, they may
pertain to any area of your life and provide additional information about this period.

Your Direct Neptune Card
The Four of Spades in the Neptune Period

Your Direct Neptune Card

This card indicates satisfaction in a business journey or in some distant or foreign
business or work. This can indicate a happy vacation or trip and travel is particularly
favored now. This period can bring the realization of a desired professional goal. Your
health is good now and productivity is the order of the day. Intellectual work and putting
ideas to work is also favored by this influence.

NOTE: You have no Vertical Neptune Card this year.
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Life Spread(s)
Moon

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

6/4/1975

6/4/1988

6/4/2001

6/4/2014

6/4/2027

Uranus
6/4/2040

Neptune

Pluto

CReward

CLesson

CMoon

TransSelf

6/4/2053

KH KD 6H 4C 2D JS 8C 6D 4S 10H 10D 8S AH AD
2C KH 3C KD 4C 6H 5C 4C 6C 2D 7C JS 8C 8C 9C 6D 10C 4S JC10H QC10D KC 8S AD AH 2D AD

7D AC 4D JC 5H 4S
9H 7D 2H AC 5S 4D JD JC 4D 5H 10C 4S

Seven-Year Spread(s)
Moon

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

6/4/2010

6/4/2011

6/4/2012

6/4/2013

6/4/2014

Uranus
6/4/2015

Neptune

Pluto

CReward

CLesson

CMoon

TransSelf

6/4/2016

9D KD 2S 6S 9H 6H JH 10H 6C AC 8S 2C 3C 5D
5H 5C 6H 3D 7H AS 8H 7H 9H 7D 10H 5S JH JH QH 9C KH 9S AC 2H 2C KH 3C KD 4C 6H 5C 4C

LR:

2D AH 10S 8D QH 6C

6D

Env: 2C

Dis:

3D

9S 6S 2S KC 8D 7C AD AH 7C JS KH 9S

9H 6H JH 10H 6C AC 8S 2C 3C 5D 10D QH 8C 5S
9H 7D 10H 5S JH JH QH 9C KH 9S AC 2H 2C KH 3C KD 4C 6H 5C 4C 6C 2D 7C JS 8C 8C 9C 6D

LR:

JS 9C AD 8H AS 4C

4S

Env: 3C

Dis:

5S

3H QC JS10C 6S 2S QD 9D 5D 3C JC10H

This Year's Spread(s)
Moon

Sun

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Jupiter

6/4/2015

7/26/2015

9/16/2015

11/7/2015

Saturn

Uranus

12/29/2015 2/20/2016

Neptune

Pluto

CReward

CLesson

CMoon

TransSelf

4/13/2016

QD KD 2C 10S 8D 3S AS 9D 9S 7H JS 10D AH KS
KD 7S AS 2C 2S KC 3S JD 4S 4H 5S 4D 6S 2S 7S 8H 8S 6C 9S 6S 10SQH JS10C QS 8D KS KS

9H KH 6S 10C JC KS

LR:

10H

Env: 3D

Dis:

2C

7D 9H KC 8S 6C 2D QH 9C 5H 5C KS KS

JD 6H 4H 9H 3H 4C AD QH 5C QD KD 2C 10S 8D
4D 5H 5D 3C 6D 3S 7D 9H 8D 7C 9D 5D 10D QS JD JC QD 9D KD 7S AS 2C 2S KC 3S JD 4S 4H

9C 5S 6D 6C 10D AS

LR:

2C

Env: 5S

Dis:

JC10H 4C 6H 10H 5S 3H QC JS10C 6S 2S
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